
 

Year 2 Spellings linked to 2014 National Curriculum: English – Appendix 1: Spelling 

Autumn 1 

Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4 Week 5 Week 6 

cage badge smudge Egypt job juice 

sage bridge wedge energy jog adjust 

wage edge gel gymnast joy jukebox 

huge fridge gem jab join jungle 

collage fudge gent jam joke injury 

carriage hedge giant jaw banjo ace 

plunge judge magic jail major face 

stage lodge tragic jacket jug ice 

village porridge imagine jaguar junk slice 

voyage ridge giraffe pyjamas jump voice 

 

Autumn 2 

Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4 Week 5 Week 6 

pace cycle gnat able when war 

space bicycle gnaw apple that ward 

since cyclist knee ankle because warm 

silence cyclone knock bottle while warn 

circus icy know castle however want 

city juicy knight dazzle also squad 

exercise lacy wrap middle besides squash 

icicle spicy write poodle despite quality 

pencil fancy written table after quarrel 

scissors mercy wrong wobble although quartet 



Spring 1 

Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4 Week 5 Week 6 

bagel oval evil cry carries married 

camel loyal pupil dry copies replied 

cruel medal until fly cries tried 

hazel regal Brazil try flies studied 

jewel total fossil reply marries hurried 

label arrival gerbil July replies carrier 

panel factual lentil babies tries copier 

tinsel general gerbil families carried happier 

travel normal nostril hobbies copied angrier 

vowel virtual stencil lorries cried busier 

 

Spring 2 

Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4 Week 5 Week 6 

happiest skiing hoping baked bravest beginning 

heaviest taxiing joking closed cutest dropping 

laziest having sliding smiled largest humming 

dying making diving typed latest sitting 

tying using naming used widest stopping 

lying loving hiding braver shiny sobbing 

buying changing taking cuter spiky travelling 

enjoying cycling shaking larger oily planned 

crying hiking freezing later icy rubbed 

copying scoring lazing wider being slipped 
 

 



Summer 1 

Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4 Week 5 Week 6 

stopped runny brother work fitness earthquake 

knitted sunny other world illness eyeball 

travelled boxer mother worth sadness popcorn 

labelled mixed chimney usual sickness blackberry 

bigger mixing donkey vision witness basketball 

thinner fixed key treasure happiness butterfly 

fatter fixing kidney fiction basement toothbrush 

runner all trolley motion enjoyment snowflake 

happiest walk turkey option pavement fireplace 

saddest talk valley potion merriment rainbow 

 

Summer 2 

Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4 Week 5 Week 6 

harmful plentiful I'll can't blew see 

hurtful penniless you'll didn't blue sea 

joyful happily he'll hasn't quite door 

painful badly she'll haven't quiet floor 

tearful sadly we'll mustn't here mind 

careless shyly they'll one hear behind 

lifeless softly it's won their old 

unless slowly wouldn't to they're beautiful 

useless warmly couldn't too there last 

wireless wisely shouldn't two everybody path 
 


